CS 101 – HW 1 – Grading Criteria

General correctness (40 pts)

_____ /10 Program submitted under correct name using homework submission.

_____ /10 Program compiles.

_____ /20 Program computes correct solution

Design issues (40 pts)

_____ /10 Header contains necessary identifying information and brief explanation of purpose

_____ /10 Variable declaration (i.e., good names, one per line, proper initialization).

_____ /10 Overall use of whitespace (indentation, blanks and/or blank lines)

_____ /10 Commenting

Calculation and Display (20 pts)

_____ /5 Appropriate legend.

_____ /5 Prompting.

_____ /5 Inputs are echoed and labeled.

_____ /5 Heart beat rate is displayed in integer format

_____ /100